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Established in 1968, Lejon of California has been a family owned and operated company for over three generations.  
Starting with three salesmen, Lee Jeperson, John J. Shirinian and his son, Jack Shirinian, embarked on a journey 
to create a new belt company. By combining the names of “Lee” and “John”, the three partners opened “Lejon of 
California” with a simple American ideal: excellent customer service backed by quality manufacturing.

Since its inception, Lejon has specialized in the manufacturing of moderate to high-end men’s and women’s belts, 
distributing primarily throughout the western United States. In 1984, sales expanded to the midwest and east coast 
markets. Lejon has widened its horizons even further by creating the brand Vintage Bison.

A factory of long term employees who are dedicated and hardworking masters of their craft. From Jerry Powell (our 
Plant Manager of forty-three years) his wife, Leticia Powell (Beltsmith of thirty years) to our many other valued crew 
members  who have been with our company twenty or more years. Our principles have allowed us the opportunity 
to meet and employ a staff of leaders; in turn, these leaders care and provide you with a product superior in 
craftsmanship and quality.

THE LEJON STORY...
A PROUD TRADITION OF UNITED STATES MANUFACTURING
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CLASSIC COLLECTION
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PINNACLE

111 - Black
112 - Brown
114 - Peanut

34L75

Oversizes available sizes 46 - 50

Style 35 mm

Genuine bison leather featuring a deep bubble print, 
hand painted feathered edge with accent stitching, 

lined with full grain leather, tapered tip, plated antique 
silver buckle, and snap closure.               

GRANADA
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich peanut 
undertones, hand painted English beveled edge, heavy contrast 

stitching, lined with full grain leather, tapered tip, distressed buckle 
and keeper with a patina finish, and snap closure.   

1023 - Saddle 38L78

Style 40 mm
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CHIPPEWA
Genuine bison leather underlay featuring a medium pull-up with rich 
peanut undertones, genuine bison leather with a deep bubble print 

on center overlay, heavy dark accent stitching, hand painted English 
bevel, lined with full grain leather, tapered tip, single leather keeper, 

antiqued brass buckle with nose wrap, and snap closure.

APPALOOSA
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

peanut undertones, hand painted flat edge, triple heavy 
contrast stitch design, lined with full grain leather, bullet tip, 

single leather keeper, antiqued brass buckle, and snap closure.

1053 - Saddle 34L75

Style

1092 - Saddle/Peanut 40L80

40 mm Style 40 mm
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TOBASCO
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

peanut undertones, hand painted beveled edge, heavy contrast 
stitching around embossed and hand burnished center rectangle 
design, lined with full grain leather, tapered tip, antiqued brass 

roller buckle, single leather keeper, and snap closure.

1933 - Saddle 36L75

Style 40 mm

GETTYSBURG
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 
undertones, hand painted beveled edge, tonal and contrast 
stitching, single leather keeper, tapered tip, lined with full 

grain leather, and antiqued nickel buckle (sewn in).

1992 - Dark Chocolate
1993 - Saddle

32L65

Style 35 mm
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LORETTO
Genuine bison leather featuring a deep bubble print, Italian 
calfskin embossed with vintage armadillo design on center 

overlay, flat hand painted edge, heavy natural colored center 
stitching, single keeper, bullet tip, lined with full grain leather, 

plated antique silver roller buckle, and snap closure.

PITCH PINE
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with 
rich whiskey undertones, hand painted beveled edge 

with contrast stitching, lined with full grain leather, 
silver plated conchos and buckle, and snap closure.

5131 - Black
5132 - Peanut

44L88 6312 - Mocha 48L98

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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SYCAMORE
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 
undertones, hand painted beveled edge with contrasting 

double stitch, lined with full grain leather, silver plated 
concho and buckle, and snap closure.

6315 - Walnut
6315 - Whiskey

40L80

Style 40 mm

WILLOW
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 
whiskey undertones, hand painted asymmetrical feathered 
edge design with hand lacing, lined with full grain leather, 

antiqued brass center bar buckle, and snap closure.

6318 - Mocha 54L105

Style 40 mm
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RED CEDAR
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

whiskey undertones, hand painted feathered edge with 
contrast stitching, lined with full grain leather, brass finish 

buckle and conchos, and snap closure.

6319 - Whiskey 45L90

ROWAN
Genuine bison leather dual overlays in chocolate and saddle with medium 
pull up and rich undertones, hand painted beveled edge, contrast stitching, 
antiqued brass rivets and perf design down center, single keeper, bullet tip, 
split buffalo leather underlay, lined with full grain leather, distressed Italian 

rivet buckle with a patina finish, and snap closure.

6327 - Color Mix
Saddle/Mocha/Chocolate

48L96 

Style 40 mm Style 35 mm
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CALHOUN
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with 

rich undertones, hand painted flat edge, accent stitching, 
double leather keepers, bullet tip, lined with full grain 

leather, antiqued brass buckle, and snap closure.

7041 - Dark Chocolate
7042 - Saddle

32L65

Style 40 mm

NAVAJO
Genuine bison leather featuring a deep bubble print, hand 
painted beveled edge, dark double stitching on strap and 

single leather keeper, bullet tip, lined with full grain leather, 
antiqued nickel roller buckle, and snap closure.

7051 - Black
7053 - Peanut

34L70

Style 40 mm
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DESOTA
Genuine bison leather featuring a prominent pebble 

grain, hand painted beveled edge with accent stitching, 
lined with full grain leather, single leather keeper, bullet 

tip, antiqued brass plaque buckle, and snap closure.

8413 - Walnut 36L76

Style 40 mm

HESTON
Genuine bison leather with a medium pull-up and rich undertones, 

flat hand painted edges, heavy contrast stitching, bullet tip, lined with 
full grain leather, dual overlay taper design on split buffalo leather 

underlay, antiqued nickel center bar buckle, and snap closure.

64072 - Mocha
64074 - Whiskey

44L88

Available 4/15/2020

Style 40 mm
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BIG TIMBER

Genuine bison leather with a medium color pull-
up and rich undertones, flat hand painted edges, 

heavy contrast stitching, center tooling design 
with dark hand burnishing, distressed buckle with 

a patina finish, blunt tapered tip, lined with full 
grain leather, single keeper, and snap closure.

Available 4/15/2020

64062 - Mocha
64063 - Walnut

47L98

Style 40 mm
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GUNSLINGER BILLINGS
Genuine bison leather with a medium pull-up and rich undertones, hand 
painted feathered edges, tonal stitching, cut out inlay design featuring 
Remington bullet caps on split buffalo leather underlay with matching 

square buckle, bullet tip, single leather keeper, and snap closure.

Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 
undertones, hand painted flat edge, center groove skive 

design, tonal and contrast stitching, single leather keeper, 
blunt tapered tip, antiqued brass buckle, and snap closure.

64092 - Brown
64094 - Whiskey

45L9064081 - Black w/Silver
64084 - Saddle w/Brass

57L115

Available 4/15/2020 Available 4/15/2020

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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Available 4/15/2020

DRIGGS
Genuine bison leather showcasing a medium pull-up with rich 
undertones, hand painted feathered edge, contrast stitching, 

angled dash design flanking both sides, bullet tip, antiqued nickel 
buckle, single leather keeper, and snap closure.

64152 - Mocha 42L85

Style 40 mm
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BOWMAN
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

undertones, hand painted feathered edge, heavy contrast stitching, 
split buffalo leather inlay cut out design with tonal edge stitch, 

single leather keeper, antiqued brass buckle, and snap closure.

YUKON
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

undertones, flat hand painted edges, center skive design, tonal 
and contrast stitching, distressed buckle with a patina finish, 

tapered blunt tip, single leather keeper, and snap closure.

64133 - Walnut 45L90 64102 - Dark Chocolate
64104 - Saddle

45L90

Available 4/15/2020 Available 4/15/2020

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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VINTAGE BISON 
WESTERN
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PICKETT
Genuine bison leather with a medium pull-up with rich 
peanut undertones, overlay is genuine bison leather 

with a deep bubble print, hand painted feathered edge, 
contrast stitching, lined with full grain leather, silver plated 

buckle, keeper, and tip set, and snap closure.

6243 - Saddle/Peanut 44L90

COLOMA
Genuine bison leather featuring a deep bubble print, 

Italian calfskin overlay embossed with a croco design, 
contrast stitching, hand painted feathered edge, lined 
with full grain leather, silver plated buckle, keeper, and 

tip set, and snap closure.

5161 - Black
5162 - Brown

44L90

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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BLACKJACK
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

undertones, hand painted feathered edge with contrast stitching, 
lined with full grain leather, silver plated triangle conchos with 
double contrast accent stitching down center of strap, silver 

plated buckle, keeper, and tip set, and snap closure.

DALTON
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with 

rich undertones, hand painted feathered edge with tonal 
edge stitching, silver plated buffalo conchos with contrast 

stitch design, lined with full grain leather, silver plated 
buckle, keeper and tip set, and snap closure.

6272 - Dark Chocolate
6273 - Saddle

7011 - Dark Chocolate
7012 - Saddle

49L98 41L82

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm



Style 25 mm
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TEXAS
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

undertones, hand painted flat edge with cross-over contrast stitch, 
lined with full grain leather, bullet tip, plated antique silver plaque 
buckle and conchos with matching gold longhorn design, single 

keeper, and snap closure.

8101 - Dark Chocolate
8102 - Saddle

56L115 

MCCOY I I
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with 
rich undertones, hand painted feathered edge, lined 

with full grain leather, silver plated buckle, double 
keepers, and tip set, and snap closure.

8151 - Dark Chocolate
8152 - Saddle

42L85

Style 40 mm
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NEW FRONTIER
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up

with rich undertones, genuine bison leather with a deep bubble 
print inlay, hand painted beveled edge, lined with full grain leather, 

plated antiqued silver buckle, keeper, and tip set, and snap closure.

8211 - Dark Chocolate
8212 - Saddle

42L85

WILL BILL I I
Genuine bison leather featuring a deep bubble print, hand 

painted flat edge, heavy contrast stitching, embossed 
rectangle design, lined with full grain leather, plated antiqued 
silver buckle, double keepers, and tip set, and snap closure.

8221 - Black
8222 - Brown
8223 - Peanut

42L85

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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NOMAD
Ranger style belt, overlay is genuine bison leather 

with a medium pull-up, genuine bison leather with a 
deep bubble print underlay, center tooling design on 
overlays, flat hand painted edges, contrast stitching, 
bullet tips, lined with full grain leather, silver plated 

buckle, loop, and tip set (sewn in). 

64192 - Brown 54L110

Available 4/15/2020

Style 38 mm
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HUNTER
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium 
pull-up with rich undertones, leather arrow 

fletching overlay design on split buffalo leather 
underlay, hand painted flat edge, contrast 

stitching, bullet tip, silver finish filigree buckle 
and loop set, and snap closure.

64171 - Black
64173 - Cognac
64174 - Saddle

48L96

Available 4/15/2020

Style 40 mm
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WRANGLER
Genuine bison leather with a medium color pull-up and rich 

undertones, flat hand painted edges, heavy contrast stitching, 
center tooling design with dark hand burnishing, silver plated 
antiqued buckle, blunt tapered tip, lined with full grain leather, 

single leather keeper, and snap closure.

64182 - Mocha
64183 - Walnut

47L98

Available 4/15/2020
RANGER

Ranger style belt, genuine bison leather overlays with a deep 
bubble print, genuine bison inlay with rich undertones, unique 

western interlock design, flat hand painted edges, contrast 
stitching, bullet tips, lined with full grain leather, silver plated 

finish filigree buckle, loop, and tip (sewn in).

64201 - Black
64204 - Peanut

42L85

Available 4/15/2020

Style 40 mm Style 38 mm
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SCOUT
Genuine bison leathers with a deep bubble print and medium pull-
up with rich undertones, unique western interlock design, flat hand 

painted edges, contrast stitching, bullet tip, lined with full grain 
leather, silver plated finish filigree buckle and loop, and snap closure.

64212 - Brown
64214 - Peanut

42L85

BOZEMAN
Genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich undertones, 

hand painted feathered edges, contrast stitching on overlays with flanking 
angled dash design on both sides, ostrich embossed calfskin underlay, 

bullet tip, silver plated buckle and keeper set, and snap closure.

64162 - Mocha/ Cognac 52L104

Available 4/15/2020 Available 4/15/2020

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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Featuring Patterson: 2046

LEJON WESTERN
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COLT
Veg leather with detailed filigree tooling, painted 

flat edge, bullet tip, accent stitching, silver 
plated buckle, leather keeper, and snap closure.

HARTFORD
Veg leather with detailed filigree tooling, painted 

flat edge, bullet tip, accent stitching, silver 
plated buckle and keeper set, and snap closure.

2041 - Chili 2045 - Black36L78 36L78

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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PATTERSON
Veg leather with detailed basket weave tooling, painted flat 

edge, contrast edge stitching, bullet tip, hand lacing with 
polished nickel conchos, silver plated filigree buckle and 

keeper set with snap closure.

REMINGTON
Veg leather with detailed basket weave tooling, 
painted flat edge with contrast stitching, bullet 

tip, silver plated buckle and keeper set, and snap 
closure.

2046 - Cognac 2067 - Natural37L80 36L78

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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BASSWOOD
Veg leather with detailed tooling and 

turquoise stone design, painted flat edge, 
bullet tip, contrast stitching, silver plated 

buckle and keeper, and snap closure.

6300 - Cognac
6300 - Chili

42L92

BIRCH
Veg leather with detailed tooling and diamond 

rivet design, painted flat edge, bullet tip, contrast 
stitching, silver plated buckle, single leather 

keeper, and snap closure.

6301 - Cognac 39L87

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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HEMLOCK
Veg leather with detailed tooling, rivet and lace 
design down center, painted flat edge, bullet tip, 

contrast stitching, silver plated buckle, single 
leather keeper, and snap closure.

6304 - Black
6304 - Chili

41L92

HICKORY
Veg leather with detailed tooling, painted 

flat edge, bullet tip, contrast stitching, silver 
plated buckle and keeper, fine and heavy 

contrast stitching, and snap closure.

6305 - Black
6305 - Chili

41L92

Style 40 mm Style 40 mm
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LARCH
Veg leather with detailed filigree tooling, painted 

flat edge, bullet tip, contrast stitching, single 
leather keeper, aged copper and brass buckle 

with a patina finish, and snap closure.

6306 - Chili/Cognac 36L80

TEXICO
Oil tanned harness leather, hand painted English 

beveled edge, tonal and contrast stitching, lined with 
full grain leather, aged copper and brass buckle, loop, 

and tip set with a patina finish, and snap closure. 

8403 - Sienna 29L58

Style 40 mmStyle 40 mm
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TRAVELERADVENTURER ICOMMUTER I
Genuine bison exterior featuring a deep bubble print, 
durable cotton plaid interior, leather side handle for 
secure carrying, exterior zip pocket, and contrast 

stitching make a perfect travel companion. 
Overall measurement is 10”L x 6”W x 5”H.

Roomy hold-all duffle bag made of genuine bison leather 
with a deep bubble print exterior, durable cotton plaid 

interior, outside and inside zip pockets, leather padded 
shoulder strap is adjustable and removable, dual leather 
handles, tonal stitching, zip closure, and brass colored 
hardware. Overall measurement is 20”L x 11”W x 12”H.

 

Genuine bison leather exterior featuring a deep 
bubble print, durable cotton plaid interior, main 

padded compartment fits laptops up to 15.6”, inside 
zipper pocket, magnetic snap closure, leather padded 
adjustable shoulder strap, brass finish hardware, and 

tonal stitching. 
Overall measurement is 15”L x 5”W x 12”H.

142 - Brown172 - Brown162 - Brown

StyleStyleStyle

75L150300L595190L380

Bags Available 5/15/2020
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EXPLORERADVENTURER I ICOMMUTER I I
Genuine bison leather showcasing a deep bubble print 

and waxed canvas exterior, durable cotton plaid interior, 
quilted design front pocket, top zipper closure, inside 
padded compartment fits laptop up to 15”, separate 

pocket fits up to 11” tablet, two internal utility pockets, 
padded leather adjustable shoulder straps, leather handle, 

tonal stitching, and brass colored hardware. Overall 
measurement is 12”L x 7”W x 17”H.

Hold-all and roomy duffle bag made of genuine bison 
leather with a deep bubble print and waxed canvas 

exterior, durable cotton plaid interior, outside and inside 
zip pockets, leather padded shoulder strap is adjustable 

and removable, dual leather handles, tonal stitching, 
zip closure, and brass colored hardware. 

Overall measurement is 20”L x 11”W x 12”H.

Genuine bison leather featuring a deep bubble 
print and waxed canvas exterior, durable 

cotton plaid interior, main padded compartment 
fits laptops up to 15.6”, inside zipper pocket, 

magnetic snap closure, leather padded 
adjustable shoulder strap, brass finish hardware, 
and tonal stitching. Overall measurement is 15”L 

x 5”W x 12”H.

153 - Brown & Canvas173 - Brown & Canvas163 - Brown & Canvas

StyleStyleStyle

160L320 210L420 140L280

Bags Available 5/15/2020
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SWIVEL KEYCHAIN

Made of genuine bison leather Made of genuine bison leather

SNAP KEYCHAIN
Double snap key chain

45 mm snap loop keychain combination
Removable snap keyring for easy release and return

601 - Black
602 - Brown
603 - Peanut
604 - Dark Chocolate
605 - Saddle

611 - Black
612 - Brown
613 - Peanut
614 - Dark Chocolate
615 - Saddle

12L24 10L20

8L20

Key fob with swivel lobster claw 
Trigger snap hook
Key ring at bottom

Made of saddle leather Made of saddle leather

731 - Brown
732 - Cognac
733 - Natural

10L25

734 - Brown
735 - Cognac
736 - Natural

Style

Style Style

Style
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SANTA FEGOLD POINT

2 1/2” classic guitar strap made from genuine 
bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 

undertones, Italian calfskin embossed with a croco 
design overlay, lined with full grain leather. 
Adjustable strap goes from 38” - 53” long.

2 1/2” classic guitar strap made from genuine 
bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 
undertones, Italian calfskin embossed with a croco 

design overlay, lined with full grain leather. 
Adjustable strap goes from 38” - 53” long.

CALICO

2 1/2” classic guitar strap made from Italian calfskin 
leather embossed with a floral design, adjusting strap 
made from genuine bison leather featuring a medium 

pull-up with rich undertones, lined with full grain leather. 
Adjustable strap goes from 38” - 53” long.

431 - Chocolate/Black451 - Chocolate/Black 442 - Chocolate/Cognac 60L12060L120 60L120

COURTLAND OAKATON FRISCO

2 1/2” classic guitar strap made from genuine 
bison leather with a deep bubble print, tonal 

stitching, lined with full grain leather.
Adjustable strap goes from 38” - 53” long.

2 1/2” classic guitar strap made from genuine 
bison leather with a deep bubble print, tonal 

stitching, lined with full grain leather.
Adjustable strap goes from 38” - 53” long.

2 1/2” classic guitar strap made from genuine bison leather 
featuring a medium pull-up with rich undertones, contrast stitching, 

silver plated triangle conchos, lined with full grain leather.                                                                                       
Adjustable strap goes from 38” - 53” long. 

401 - Black 413 - Peanut 421 - Dark Chocolate52L104 52L104 60L120

Style Style Style

StyleStyleStyle
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LANGSTON SWEET WATER
Large bi-fold wallet, top and liner made of genuine 
bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich 
undertones, accent stitching, four card slots, two 

hidden pockets behind card slots and one cash pocket.

Small card case, made of genuine bison leather
featuring a medium pull-up with rich undertones, 

accent stitching, four card slots, and one hidden cash 
pocket centered in the wallet.

110 - Mocha
110 - Whiskey

220 - Mocha
220 - Whiskey

29L58 18L36

Style Style
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REEDSHAWNEE
Passport holder and credit card wallet, top and liner 

made of genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-
up with rich undertones, accent stitching, four credit card 

slots, two passport slots, and one receipt slot.

Small credit card holder, top and liner made of 
genuine bison leather featuring a medium pull-
up with rich undertones, accent stitching, four 

card slots, and one ID window.

120 - Mocha
120 - Whiskey

320 - Mocha
320 - Whiskey

22L44 29L58

Style Style
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MESA TUCSON
Large bi-fold wallet made of genuine bison leather 

featuring a deep bubble print, accent stitching, lined with 
full grain steer hide, six card slots, hidden pockets behind 

card slots, and two cash dividers.

Small credit card holder, made from genuine 
bison leather with a deep bubble print, accent 
stitching, lined with full grain steer hide, four 

card slots, and one ID window.

101 - Black
102 - Brown

121 - Black
122 - Brown

103 - Peanut
104 - Saddle

123 - Peanut
124 - Saddle

30L65 27L60

Style Style
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PHOENIX YUMA
Tri-fold wallet made from genuine bison leather with 
a deep bubble print, accent stitching, lined with full 
grain steer hide, six card slots, two hidden pockets 

and one cash divider and ID holder.

Checkbook wallet made of genuine bison leather featuring a medium 
pull-up with a rich undertone and genuine bison leather with a deep 

bubble print overlay design, contrast stitching, four credit card slots, ID 
holder, check book insert, and cash divider.

201 - Black
202 - Brown

203 - Peanut
204 - Saddle

30L65 211 - Dark Chocolate
212 - Saddle/Peanut

34L70

Style Style
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YUMA
Checkbook wallet made of oil tanned 
harness leather, accent stitching, four 

credit card slots, ID holder, check book 
insert, and cash divider.

MESA
Large bi-fold wallet made of oil tanned harness 

leather, accent stitching, lined with full grain 
steer hide, six card slots, hidden pockets 
behind card slots and two cash dividers.

738 - Sienna 30L60 108 - Sienna 28L56

TUCSON
Small credit card holder, made of oil 

tanned harness leather, tonal stitching, 
lined with full grain steer hide, four card 

slots, and one ID window.

PHOENIX
Tri-fold wallet made of oil tanned harness 

leather, tonal stitching, lined with full grain steer 
hide, six card slots, two hidden pockets and 

one cash divider and ID holder.

128 - Sienna 26L52208 - Sienna 28L56

Style Style

StyleStyle
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Each  Belt comes with:
Vintage Bison Hangtag

Vintage Bison Leather Hanger
Vintage Bison Bag

6.5” inches

Graph is for size 32 ONLY.
For all other sizes increase middle measurements by 2 inches per size.
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WALLET BOX
Purchase 30 Wallets - No charge
Purchase 15 Wallets - $50 charge

Under 15 Wallets - $75 charge

Purchase 80 Units - No charge
Purchase 40 Units - $150 charge

Under 40 Units - $275 charge

BELT RACK

POINT OF SALE 
OPTIONS FOR PURCHASE

Handcrafted Metal Bison for Wallet Display
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PETER KORNBLIT
pkornblit@aol.com

480-563-4773
Southern California, New 

Mexico, Arizona & Southern 
Nevada

CRAIG ANDERSON
c2hats@hotmail.com

303-463-4387
Colorado, No. & So. Dakota, 

Wyoming, Nebraska & 
Kansas

RAY JENKINS

wolfman@silverstar.com
307-690-7772

National Sales Manager

Connect With Us Here

Ver. 02/2020 Please Send Orders to orders@lejon.com

LEJON OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
1229 Railroad St.
Corona, CA 92882
T: 951-736-1229
F: 951-736-1496
www.lejon.com

GARY DONNOWITZ

Central States

gdonno@aol.com
847-778-6190

ERICA MASTERSON

Iowa, Minnesota & Wisconsin

ericanobleoutfitters@gmail.com
847-902-2495

HEATH HIPPEL

Texas

hhippel777@yahoo.com
713-724-4010

DARYL GOODEY
darylgoodey@gmail.com

250-376-4275
Western Canada

BUCK ANDERSON
buckshats@gmail.com

303-973-8400

BRITTANY HARTOG
Sales Administrator
brittany@lejon.com

951-736-1229   ext.1010


